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Abstract

Building computer systems that can converse
about their visual environment is one of the
oldest concerns of research in Artificial Intelli-
gence and Computational Linguistics (see, for
example, Winograd’s 1972 SHRDLU system).
Only recently, however, have methods from
computer vision and natural language process-
ing become powerful enough to make this vi-
sion seem more attainable. Pushed especially
by developments in computer vision, many
data sets and collection environments have re-
cently been published that bring together ver-
bal interaction and visual processing. Here, we
argue that these datasets tend to oversimplify
the dialogue part, and we propose a task—
MeetUp!—that requires both visual and con-
versational grounding, and that makes stronger
demands on representations of the discourse.
MeetUp! is a two-player coordination game
where players move in a visual environment,
with the objective of finding each other. To
do so, they must talk about what they see, and
achieve mutual understanding. We describe a
data collection and show that the resulting di-
alogues indeed exhibit the dialogue phenom-
ena of interest, while also challenging the lan-
guage & vision aspect.

1 Introduction

In recent years, there has been an explosion of in-
terest in language & vision in the NLP commu-
nity, leading to systems and models able to ground
the meaning of words and sentences in visual rep-
resentations of their corresponding referents, e.g.
work in object recognition (Szegedy et al., 2015),
image captioning (Fang et al., 2015; Devlin et al.,
2015; Chen and Lawrence Zitnick, 2015; Vinyals
et al., 2015; Bernardi et al., 2016), referring ex-
pression resolution and generation (Kazemzadeh
et al., 2014; Mao et al., 2015; Yu et al., 2016;
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Schlangen et al., 2016), multi-modal distributional
semantics (Kiela and Bottou, 2014; Silberer and
Lapata, 2014; Lazaridou et al., 2015), and many
others.

While these approaches focus entirely on visual
grounding in a static setup, a range of recent ini-
tiatives have extended exisiting data sets and mod-
els to more interactive settings. Here, speakers
do not only describe a single image or object in
an isolated utterance, but engage in some type of
multi-turn interaction to solve a given task (Das
et al., 2017b; De Vries et al., 2017). In theory,
these data sets should allow for more dynamic ap-
proaches to grounding in natural language interac-
tion, where words or phrases do not simply have
a static multi-modal meaning (as in existing mod-
els for distributional semantics, for instance), but,
instead, where the meaning of an utterance is ne-
gotiated and established during interaction. Thus,
ideally, these data sets should lead to models that
combine visual grounding in the sense of Harnard
(1990) and conversational grounding in the sense
of Clark et al. (1991).

In practice, however, it turns out to be surpris-
ingly difficult to come up with data collection set-
ups that lead to interesting studies of both these
aspects of grounding. Existing tasks still adopt
a very rigid interaction protocol, where e.g. an
asymmetric interaction between a question asker
and a question answerer produces uniform se-
quences of question-answer pairs (as in the “Vi-
sual Dialogue” setting of Das et al. (2017b) for in-
stance). Here, it is impossible to model e.g. turn-
taking, clarification, collaborative utterance con-
struction, which are typical phenomena of conver-
sational grounding in interaction (Clark, 1996b).
Others tasks follow the traditional idea of the re-
ference game (Rosenberg and Cohen, 1964; Clark
and Wilkes-Gibbs, 1986) in some way, but try to
set up the game such that the referent can only be
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established in a sequence of turns (e.g. De Vries
et al., 2017). While this approach leads to goal-
oriented dialogue, the goal is still directly related
to reference and visual grounding. However, re-
alistic, every-day communication between human
speakers rarely centers entirely around establish-
ing reference. It has been argued in the litera-
ture that reference production radically changes
if it is the primary goal of an interactive game,
rather than embedded in a dialogue that tries to
achieve a more high-level communicative goal
(Stent, 2011).

Another strand of recent work extends the en-
vironments about which the language can talk to
(simulated) 3D environments (Savva et al. (2019,
2017); see Byron et al. (2007) for an early precur-
sor). On the language side, however, the tasks that
have been proposed in these environments allow
only limited interactivity (navigation, e.g. Ander-
son et al. (2018); Ma et al. (2019); question an-
swering, Das et al. (2017a)).

Figure 1: The game interface

What is lacking in these tasks is a real sense of
the interaction being a joint task for which both
participants are equally responsible, and, phrased
more technically, any need for the participants to
jointly attempt to track the dialogue state. In this
paper, we propose a new task, MeetUp!, for visu-
ally grounded interaction, which is aimed at col-
lecting conversations about and within a visual
world, in a collaborative setting. (Figure 1 gives
a view of the game interface and an excerpt of an
ongoing interaction.)

Our setup extends recent efforts along three
main dimensions: 1) the task’s main goal can be
defined independently of reference, in high-level

communicative terms (namely “try to meet up in
an unknown environment”), 2) the task is sym-
metric and does not need a rigid interaction proto-
col (there is no instruction giver/follower), 3) the
requirement to agree on the game state (see be-
low) ensures that the task is a true joint activity
(Clark, 1996a), which in turn brings out opportu-
nity for meta-semantic interaction and negotiation
about perceptual classifications (“there is a mir-
ror” – “hm, could it be a picture?”. This is an im-
portant phenomenon absent from all major current
language & vision datasets.

This brings our dataset closer to those of un-
restricted natural situated dialogue, e.g. (Ander-
son et al., 1991; Fernández and Schlangen, 2007;
Tokunaga et al., 2012; Zarrieß et al., 2016), while
still affording us some control over the expected
range of phenomena, following our design goal
of creating a challenging, but not too challenging
modelling resource. The crowd-sourced nature of
the collection also allows us to create a resource
that is an order of magnitude larger than those just
mentioned.1

We present our data collection of over 400 di-
alogues in this domain, providing an overview
of the characteristics and an analysis of some
occuring phenomena. Results indicate that
the task leads to rich, natural and varied di-
alogue where speakers use a range of strate-
gies to achieve communicative grounding. The
data is available from https://github.com/
clp-research/meetup .

2 The Meet Up Game

MeetUp! is a two-player coordination game. In
the discrete version described here, it is played on
a gameboard that can be formalised as a connected
subgraph of a two-dimensional grid graph.2 See
Figure 2 for an example.

Players are located at vertices in the graph,
1Haber et al. (2019) present a concurrently collected

dataset that followed very similar aims (and is even larger);
their setting however does not include any navigational as-
pects and concentrates on reaching agreement of whether im-
ages are shared between the participants or not.

2The game could also be realised in an environment that
allows for continuous movement and possibly interaction
with objects, for example as provided by the simulators dis-
cussed above. This would complicate the navigation and vi-
sual grounding aspects (bringing those more in line with the
“vision-and-language navigation task”; (e.g. Anderson et al.,
2018; Ma et al., 2019)), but not the coordination aspect. As
our focus for now is on the latter, we begin with the discrete
variant.

https://github.com/clp-research/meetup
https://github.com/clp-research/meetup
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which we call “rooms”. Players never see a rep-
resentation of the whole gameboard, they only see
their current room (as an image). They also do
not see each other’s location. The images rep-
resenting rooms are of different types; here, dif-
ferent types of real-world scenes, such as “bath-
room”, “garage”, etc., taken from the ADE20k
corpus collected by Zhou et al. (2017). Players
can move from room to room, if there is a con-
necting edge on the gameboard. On entering a
room, the player is (privately) informed about the
available exit directions as cardinal directions, e.g.
“north”, “south”, etc., and (privately) shown the
image that represents the room. Players move
by issuing commands to the game; these are not
shown to the other player.

kids' roomhall

bedroom 1bathroom

bedroom 2 home
office garage

living room

kitchen

appartment
building 2

appartment
building 1

bedroom 1bathroom

bedroom 2

Figure 2: An abstract layout with room types (left), and
a full gameboard with assigned images (right).

The goal of the players is to be in the same lo-
cation, which means they also have to be aware
of that fact. In the variant explored here, the goal
is constrained in advance in that the meetup room
has to be of a certain type previously announced
to the players; e.g., a kitchen. The players can
communicate via text messages. As they do not
see each other’s location, they have to describe the
images they see to ascertain whether or not they
are currently in the same room, and move to a dif-
ferent room if they decide that they aren’t. If they
have reached the conclusion that they are, they can
decide to end the game, which they do via a spe-
cial command. If they are then indeed in the the
same room, and it is of the target type, the game is
counted as a success, of which they are informed.
The gameboard can be arranged such that there is
type-level ambiguity; for example, there may be
more than one room of type “bedroom” (as in Fig-
ure 2).

The game as implemented does not impose
strict turn taking on the players; however, mes-

sages are only shown to the other player once they
are sent via pressing the return key, as is usual in
chat tools. There is thus no possibility for perceiv-
ably overlapping actions, but it may happen that
both players have been typing at the same time
and the message that is received second is not a
response to the first.

To make this more concrete, and to explain our
expectations with respect to phenomena and re-
quired capabilities, we show a realistic, but com-
pressed and constructed example of an interaction
in this domain in the following. We will discuss
attested examples from our data collection further
below.

(1) a. Game Master: You have to meet in a room of
type utility room.

b. A: Hi. I’m in a bedroom with pink walls.
c. B: I seem to be in a kitchen.
d. A: I’ll go look for a utility room.
e. A (privately): north
f. A (privately): west
g. B (privately): east
h. A: Found a room with a washing machine. Is

that a utility room?
i. B: Was wondering as well. Probably that’s

what it is.
j. B: I’m in the pink bedroom now. I’ll come to

you.
k. B (privately): north
l. B (privately): west
m. B: Poster above washing machine?
n. A: Mine has a mirror on the wall.
o. B: yeah, could be mirror. Plastic chair?
p. A: And laundry basket.
q. A: done
r. B: Same
s. B: done

In (1-a), the Game Master (realised as a soft-
ware bot in the chat software) gives the type con-
straint for the meetup room, which sets up a clas-
sification task for the players, namely to identify
rooms of this type. (1-b) and (1-c) illustrate a
common strategy (as we will see below), which is
to start the interaction by providing state informa-
tion that potentially synchronises the mutual rep-
resentations. This is done through the production
of high-level descriptions of the current room;
for which the agents must be capable of provid-
ing scene categorisations. (1-d) and (1-j) show,
among other things, the coordination of strat-
egy, by announcing plans for action. In (1-e) –
(1-g), private navigation actions are performed,
which here are both epistemic actions (chang-
ing the environment to change perceptual state)
as well as pragmatic actions (task level actions
that potentially advance towards the goal), in the
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sense of Kirsh and Maglio (1994). (1-h) and (1-i),
where the classification decision itself and its ba-
sis is discussed (“what is a utility room?”); and
(1-m)–(1-o), where a classification decision is re-
vised (poster to mirror), illustrate the potential
for meta-semantic interaction. This is an im-
portant type of dialogue move (Schlangen, 2016),
which is entirely absent from most other language
and vision datasets and hence outside of the scope
of models trained on them. (1-j), also illustrates
the need for discourse memory, through the co-
reference to the earlier mentioned room where A
was at the start. Finally, (1-p) as reply to (1-o)
shows how in conversational language, dialogue
acts can be performed indirectly.

As we have illustrated with this constructed ex-
ample, the expectation is that this domain chal-
lenges a wide range of capabilities; capabilities
which so far have been captured separately (e.g.,
visual question answering, scene categorisation,
navigation based on natural language commands,
discourse co-reference), or not at all (discussion
and revision of categorisation decisions). We will
see in the next section whether this is borne out by
the data.

3 Data Collection

To test our assumptions, and to later derive models
for these phenomena, we collected a larger num-
ber of dialogues in this domain (430, to be pre-
cise). We realised the MeetUp game within the
slurk chat-tool (Schlangen et al., 2018), deployed
via the Amazon Mechanical Turk platform.

We constructed maps for the game in three
steps. First, we create a graph through a random
walk over a grid graph, constrained to creating 10
nodes. The nodes are then assigned room types, to
form what we call a layout. We identified 48 cat-
egories from the ADE20k corpus that we deemed
plausible to appear in a residential house setting,
from which we designated 20 categories as possi-
ble (easy to name) target types and the remaining
28 as distractor types. Additionally, we identified
24 plausible outdoor scene types, from which we
sampled for the leaf nodes. The full set is given in
the Appendix. We designate one type per layout
to be the target type; this type will be assigned
to 4 nodes in the graph, to achieve type ambi-
guity and potentially trigger clarification phases.
We then sample actual images from the appropri-
ate ADE20k categories, to create the gameboards.

In a final step, we randomly draw separate start-
ing positions for the players, such that both of the
players start in rooms not of the target type. For
each run of the game, we randomly create a new
gameboard following this recipe.

We deployed the game as a web application, en-
listing workers via the Mechanical Turk platform.
After reading a short description of the game (sim-
ilar to that at the beginning of Section 2, but ex-
plaining the interface in more detail), workers who
accepted the task were transferred to a waiting
area in our chat tool. If no other worker appeared
within a set amount of time, they were dismissed
(and payed for their waiting time). Otherwise, the
pair of users was moved to another room in the
chat tool and the game begun. Player were payed
an amount of $0.15 per minute (for a maximum
of 5 minutes per game), with a bonus of $0.10 for
successfully finishing the game (as was explained
from the start in the instruction, to provide an ad-
ditional incentive).3

4 Results

4.1 Descriptive Statistics
Over a period of 4 weeks, we collected 547 plays
of the game. Of these, 117 (21%) had to be
discarded because one player left prematurely or
technical problems occurred, which left us with
430 completed dialogues. Of these, 87% ended
successfully (players indeed ending up in the same
room, of the correct type), 10% ended with the
players being in different rooms of the correct
type; the remaining 3% ended with at least one
player not even being in a room of the target type.
Overall, we spent around $700 on the data collec-
tion.
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Figure 3: Histogram of number of turns per dialogue

3By the time of the conference, we will publish the code
required to run this environment, as well as the data that we
collected.
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The average length of a dialogue was 13.2 turns
(66.9 tokens), taking 165 seconds to produce.
(The distribution of lengths is shown in Figure 3.)
Altogether, we collected 5,695 turns, of an av-
erage length of 5.1 tokens. Over all dialogues,
2,983 word form types were introduced, leading
to a type/token ratio of 0.10. The overlap of the
vocabularies of the two players (intersection over
union) ranged from none to 0.5, with a mean of
0.11.

On average, in each dialogue 28.3 naviga-
tion actions were performed. (Resulting in a
MOVE/SAY ratio of a little over 2 to 1). The me-
dian time spent in a room was 12.2 secs. On aver-
age, each player visited 5.9 rooms without saying
anything; when a player said something while in a
room, they produced on average 3.5 turns. It hence
seems that, as expected, players moved through
some rooms without commenting on them, while
spending more time in others.

We calculated the contribution ratio between the
more talkative player and the less talkative one in
each dialogue, which came out as 2.4 in terms of
tokens, and 1.7 in terms of turns. This indicates
that there was a tendency for one of the players to
take a more active role. To provide a comparison,
we calculated the same for the (role-asymmetric)
MapTask dialogues (Anderson et al., 1991),4 find-
ing a 2.8 token ratio and a 1.3 turn ratio.
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Figure 4: Histogram of number of tokens per turn
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Figure 5: Number of Games Played, by Worker

Crosstalk occurs: On average, there are 1.4 in-
4Using the transcripts provided at http://groups.

inf.ed.ac.uk/maptask/maptasknxt.html.

stances of one turn coming within two seconds or
less than the previous one (which we arbitrarily set
as the threshold for when a turn is likely not to be
a reaction to the previous one, but rather has been
concurrently prepared). The mean pause duration
between turns of different speakers is 11.2 secs –
with a high standard deviation of 9.46, however.
This is due to the structure of the dialogues with
phases of intense communicative activity, when a
matching decision is made, and phases of individ-
ual silent navigation. If we only take transition
times within the first 3 quartiles, the average tran-
sition time is 5.04 secs.

As Figure 4 indicates, most turns are rather
short, but there is a substantial amount of turns that
contain 4 or more tokens.

Figure 5 shows a frequency distribution of num-
ber of games played, by crowdworker. Overall,
we had 126 distinct participants (as indicated by
AMT ID). Our most prolific worker participated
in 49 games, and the majority of workers played
in more than one game. In only 22 games, two
novices played with each other. In 81 games, there
was one novice, and in 305 games, both players
had played before. (For a few games we could not
reconstruct the workerIDs for technical reasons, so
this does not sum up to 430.)

4.2 Examples
Figure 6 shows a full interaction from the cor-
pus. The public actions are represented in bold
font, private actions are marked with “privately”,
and responses by the Game Master are shown in
italics. This example has many of the features il-
lustrated with the constructed example (1) shown
earlier. In lines 20 and 22, the players begin
the game by providing high-level categorisations
of their current positions, in effect synchronising
their mutual game representations. Lines 22 and
23 then show coordination of game playing strat-
egy. After separately moving around, individually
solving the categorisation task–by moving through
rooms that are not of the right type—the players
resume interaction in lines 50ff. (with 50/51 show-
ing crosstalk). Line 54 provides a justification for
the negative conclusion from line 53, by provid-
ing information that contradicts l. 52. After more
coordination of strategy in l.s 55 & 56, player B
explicitly queries for more information. In line 75,
player A justifies their positive verdict by confirm-
ing details previously given by B, extending it with

http://groups.inf.ed.ac.uk/maptask/maptasknxt.html
http://groups.inf.ed.ac.uk/maptask/maptasknxt.html
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time main

10 00:03 GM (to A): url: /b/bathroom/ADE-train-00002739.jpg
12 00:03 GM (to A): You can go: [/s]outh [/n]orth [/w]est
14 00:03 GM (to A): You have to meet in: b/basement
15 00:03 GM (to B): url: /a/apartment-building/outdoor/ADE-train-00001414.jpg
17 00:04 GM (to B): You can go: [/s]outh
19 00:04 GM (to B): You have to meet in: b/basement
20 00:18 A: i am in the bathroom
21 00:29 A: where are you at?
22 00:33 B: I’m outside. Let’s move around a bit.
23 00:38 A: k
24 00:40 B (privately): n
25 00:41 GM (to B): Nothing happened.You can go: [/s]outh
26 00:43 A (privately): s
27 00:44 GM (to A): url: /b/bedroom/ADE-train-00003553.jpg
29 00:44 GM (to A): You can go: [/s]outh [/n]orth [/w]est
30 00:45 B (privately): s
31 00:45 GM (to B): url: /b/basement/ADE-train-00002497.jpg
33 00:45 GM (to B): You can go: [/s]outh [/n]orth [/e]ast
34 00:50 A (privately): s
35 00:50 GM (to A): url: /c/corridor/ADE-train-00006285.jpg
37 00:51 GM (to A): You can go: [/n]orth [/e]ast
38 00:52 B (privately): s
39 00:52 GM (to B): url: /l/living-room/ADE-train-00000774.jpg
41 00:53 GM (to B): You can go: [/s]outh [/n]orth [/e]ast
42 00:57 B (privately): s
43 00:57 GM (to B): url: /b/basement/ADE-train-00002482.jpg
45 00:57 GM (to B): You can go: [/n]orth [/e]ast
46 01:01 A (privately): e
47 01:01 GM (to A): url: /b/basement/ADE-train-00002494.jpg
49 01:01 GM (to A): You can go: [/e]ast [/w]est
50 01:11 A: I am in the basement
51 01:11 B: I’m in a basement.
52 01:23 B: Mine has a white staircase
53 01:28 A: no
54 01:37 A: mine has wooden stair case
55 01:55 B: Okay. Should I try to move towards you?
56 02:09 A: Sure
57 02:11 B: Wooden? What else?
58 02:16 B (privately): e
59 02:17 GM (to B): url: /b/bedroom/ADE-train-00003553.jpg
61 02:17 GM (to B): You can go: [/s]outh [/n]orth [/w]est
62 02:25 B (privately): s
63 02:25 GM (to B): url: /c/corridor/ADE-train-00006285.jpg
65 02:25 GM (to B): You can go: [/n]orth [/e]ast
66 02:27 A: water heater and washer and dryer
67 02:35 B (privately): s
68 02:35 GM (to B): Nothing happened.You can go: [/n]orth [/e]ast
69 02:40 B (privately): e
70 02:40 GM (to B): url: /b/basement/ADE-train-00002494.jpg
72 02:41 GM (to B): You can go: [/e]ast [/w]est
73 02:42 A: a plastic chair and a screen door
74 03:01 GM: Attention: you are in the game for 3 minutes!
75 03:18 B: I’m there! I see the water heater, washer and dryer, sink, chair laying on top of the screen door
76 03:26 B (privately): done
77 03:27 GM: The ’/done’ command has been issued by you or your partner. To end the game, both players need to enter ’/done’
78 03:27 A: yep
79 03:32 A (privately): done
80 03:34 GM: Well done! Both of you are indeed in the same room of type: b/basement!

Figure 5: One Example Dialogue (mux36)

Anton van den Hengel. 2018. Vision-and-Language Navi-
gation: Interpreting visually-grounded navigation instruc-
tions in real environments. In CVPR 2018.

Raffaella Bernardi, Ruket Cakici, Desmond Elliott, Aykut
Erdem, Erkut Erdem, Nazli Ikizler-Cinbis, Frank Keller,

Adrian Muscat, and Barbara Plank. 2016. Automatic
description generation from images: A survey of mod-
els, datasets, and evaluation measures. J. Artif. Int. Res.,
55(1):409–442.

Simon Brodeur, Ethan Perez, Ankesh Anand, Florian

Figure 6: One Example Dialogue (mux36), with Images Overlayed

even more details. B confirms explicitly in 78, be-
fore also chosing SOLVE.

The excerpt from another dialogue in (2) shows
an example of classification uncertainty being ne-
gotiated and dealt with.

(2) (Excerpt from mux39)

A: i think i am in a basement
B: i think i might be too.
A: maybe not though
A: wood panel?
A: two doors?
B: there’s a tan couch, and a tan
loveseat/chair. brown coffee table.
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bar. tv
B: nope, different room
A: ok i am not there
B: want me to meet you, or do you want to
meet me?
A: i think mine is more basement like
B: okay. i’ll try to find it.

4.3 Phases and Phenomena
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Figure 7: Prefixes of first turns

Figure 7 shows the most frequent beginnings of
the very first turn in each dialogue. As this in-
dicates, when not opening with a greeting, players
naturally start by locating themselves (as in the ex-
ample we showed in full). Figure 8 gives a similar
view of the final turn, before the first done was
issued. This shows that the game typically ends
with an explicit mutual confirmation that the goal
condition was reached, before this was indicated
to the game.

What happens inbetween? Figure 9 shows the
most frequent overall turn beginnings. As this
illustrates, besides the frequent positive replies
(“yes”, “ok”; indicating a substantial involvement
of VQA-like interactions), the most frequent con-
structions seem to locate the speaker (“I’m in a”)
or talk about objects (“I found a”, “there is a”, “is
there a”). Using the presence of a question mark at
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Figure 8: Prefixes of final turns (before done)

the end of the turn as a very rough proxy, we find
615 questions over all dialogues, which works out
as 1.43 on average per dialogue. Taking only the
successfull dialogues into account, the number is
slightly higher, at 1.48. Figure 10 shows the be-
ginnings of these turns.

5 Modelling the Game

The main task of an agent playing this game can be
modelled in the usual way of modelling agents in
dynamic environments (Sutton and Barto, 1998),
that is, as computing the best possible next action,
given what has been experienced so far. The ques-
tions then are what the range of possible actions is,
what the agent needs to remember about its expe-
rience, and what the criteria might be for selecting
the best action.

In the action space, the clearest division is be-
tween actions that are directly observable by the
other player—actions of type SAY—and actions
that are targeted at changing the observable game
state for the agent itself: actions of type MOVE and
the END action. Since we did not restrict what the
players could say, there is an infinite number of
SAY actions (see Côté et al. (2018) for a formali-
sation of such an action space).

The total game state consists of the positions of
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Figure 9: Most frequent turn beginnings

the players on the gameboard. Of this, however,
only a part is directly accessible for either agent,
which is their own current position. The topology
of the network must be remembered from expe-
rience, if deemed to be relevant. (From observ-
ing the actions of the players in the recorded di-
alogues, it seems unlikely that they attempted to
learn the map; they are however able to purpose-
fully return to earlier visited rooms.) More impor-
tantly, the current position of the other player is
only indirectly observable, through what they re-
port about it. Finally, as we have seen in the exam-
ples above, the players often negotiate and agree
on a current strategy (e.g., “I find you”, “you find
me”, “we walk around”). As this guides mutual
expectations of the players, this is also something
that needs to be tracked. On the representation
side, we can then assume that an agent will need
to track a) their own history of walking through
the map (raising interesting questions of how de-
tailed such a representation needs to be or should
be made; an artificial agent could help itself by
storing the full image for later reference, which
would presumably be not enitirely plausible cog-
nitively); b) what has been publicly said and hence
could be antecedent to later co-references; c) what
they infer about the other player’s position; and d)
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Figure 10: Prefixes of questions (utt.s ending in “?”)

what they assume the current agreed upon strategy
is. This clearly is a challenging task; we will in
future work first explore hybrid approaches that
combine techniques from task-oriented dialogue
modelling (Williams and Young, 2007; Buß and
Schlangen, 2010) with more recent end-to-end ap-
proaches (Côté et al., 2018; Urbanek et al., 2019).

6 Conclusions

We have presented a novel situated dialogue task
that brings together visual grounding (talking
about objects in a scene), conversational ground-
ing (reaching common ground), and discourse rep-
resentation (talking about objects that were intro-
duced into the discourse, but aren’t currently visi-
ble). An agent mastering this task will thus have to
combine dialogue processing skills as well as lan-
guage and vision skills. We hence hope that this
task will lead to the further development of tech-
niques that combine both. Our next step is to scale
up the collection, to a size where modern machine
learning methods can be brought to the task. Be-
sides use in modelling, however, we also think that
the corpus can be a valuable resource for linguistic
investigations into the phenomenon of negotiating
situational grounding.
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A Room Types
1. Target room types: bathroom, bedroom, kitchen, basement, nurs-
ery, attic, childs room, playroom, dining room, home office, staircase,
utility room, living room, jacuzzi/indoor, doorway/indoor, locker room,
wine cellar/bottle storage, reading room, waiting room, balcony/interior
2. Distractor room types: home theater, storage room, hotel room,
music studio, computer room, street, yard, tearoom, art studio, kinder-
garden classroom, sewing room, shower, veranda, breakroom, patio,
garage/indoor, restroom/indoor, workroom, corridor, game room, pool-
room/home, cloakroom/room, closet, parlor, hallway, reception, car-
port/indoor, hunting lodge/indoor
3. Outdoor room types (nodes with a single entry point): garage/outdoor,
apartment building/outdoor, jacuzzi/outdoor, doorway/outdoor, re-
stroom/outdoor, swimming pool/outdoor, casino/outdoor, kiosk/outdoor,
apse/outdoor, carport/outdoor, flea market/outdoor, chicken farm/outdoor,
washhouse/outdoor, cloister/outdoor, diner/outdoor, kennel/outdoor,
hunting lodge/outdoor, cathedral/outdoor, newsstand/outdoor, park-
ing garage/outdoor, convenience store/outdoor, bistro/outdoor, inn/outdoor,
library/outdoor
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